NEW TO RECYCLING?

01. Materials..

New to Recycling?

First, identify what Materials you want
to sort.
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It's likely to be a mix of these 9:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Glass
Concrete
Timber
Greens
Plastics
Metals (ferrous and non ferrous)
Paper/card
Organic food
Incinerator bottom ash

Or you may want to group Materials in one
of these 4 ways:

Higher Sustained Purity
Longer Useful Life
More Uptime

1. Construction and Demolition (C&D)
Multiple material streams – for example
Concrete, Timber, Plastics, Glass, Metals
(ferrous and non-ferrous), Paper and Card.
2. Commercial and Industrial (C&I)
Multiple material streams – for example
Timber, Plastics, Metals (ferrous and nonferrous), Paper and Card.
3. Dry Mixed Recyclables (DMR)
Multiple material streams – for example
Metals (ferrous and non-ferrous), Glass,
Plastics, Paper and Card.
4. Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
Multiple material streams – for example
Organic foods, Plastics, Metals (ferrous
and non-ferrous)..
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Higher Sustained Purity
Longer Useful Life
More Uptime

02. Throughput. .
Second, variables to think about in relation
to Throughput include these 7 things:
1. Material Type
That’s covered at point 01.

5. Composition
This is the makeup of the waste. The
proportion of one type of waste material
to another.
6. Uptime Expectation

2. Tonnes per Hour

This is specifying properly for your
expected overall continual operating
hours and shift patterns.

This is how much material you want to
process by weight (tonnes) and how
quickly (per hour).

7. Sorting Method

3. Material Size
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This is specifying for manual sorting,
automated sorting or a mix of both.

This is the size of your material. Kiverco
plant processes material up to 300mm as
standard and, with some, up to 500mm.
4. Purity
This is exploring what purity levels are
acceptable to you, defined as a
percentage. This can be different
percentages for different material
streams.
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03. Your Investment .
Third, for anyone investing in Recycling
Plant for the first time, here are two pieces
of advice we offer more than any other.
Investment Advice 1:

“Always Consider .
Laydown Cost versus .
Lifetime Value ..
In short, this is thinking about today - and
tomorrow.
It's considering your financial investment
at the point of purchase, alongside any
potential negative pounds-and-pence
impact on your business in the future.
Examples of negative pounds-and-pence
impact further down the line can include:
Excessive downtime.
Fast-declining levels of purity.
Shorter overall plant life.
Repair costs.
Reputational damage, because you don’t
deliver on your promises.
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Investment Advice 2:

“Get Into the Specifics .
Ask any potential supplier to let you know
the specific, measurable and proven
reasons you should choose them.
Brands using words like 'leaders in…' and
'better', with no specific data or
credentials to support the claim aren't
really saying anything.
(Especially when you take a look at
competitor websites and they say exactly
the same thing).

Higher Sustained Purity
Longer Useful Life
More Uptime

The World’s Toughest Recycling Plant
Since 1993.
Kiverco has been creating The World's
Toughest Recycling Plant Since 1993.
And to be specific, 'World's Toughest'
means More Uptime, Higher Sustained
Purity and a Longer Useful Life - for you.
We have a dedicated team measuring how
we're doing in all of these areas. Reports
will be published at our website later in
2022, and quarterly thereafter.
Thank you for considering Kiverco.
Our world Class Customer Support team
can, at a time and pace to suit you,
establish your exact and immediate need.
Please call +44(0)28 8773 881 or email
info@kiverco.com.

Kiverco’s Talking Tough Newsletter celebrates ‘tough’ and inspirational designing and making. Sign up at www.kiverco.com

